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Our webmaster John Crow has put pen to paper and written his life story with all its ups and
downs, highs and lows, trials and tribulations. Those of you who are lucky enough to know John
should read this because you’ll find out that there is lots you don’t know about what he has done
in his very eventful life. To find out all you have to do is send a cheque made out to John Crow
for £12.95 and include your postal address to:
John Crow, 60A Village Road, Bromham, Bedford, MK43 8LJ.
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Farewells.
Wing Commander Edward ‘Ted’ Nance OBE, who was with 74 Squadron from 1958 until 1963,
died on 23rd March.
He was born on 30th March 1936, the son of a mechanical engineer. He joined the RAF and
entered the RAF College on the 71st Entry, passing out in December 1957. A year later he was
posted to the Tigers flying Hunters and then Lightnings . In 1963 Ted moved on to the Central
Flying School at Cranwell as a QFI on the Jet Provost. From 1965 he was in the States with
the USAF on T-38 Talons, in 1968 at HQSTC (Ops), in 1969 at Staff College and in 1970 in Hong
Kong (Ops Plans). In 1972 he refreshed on Lightnings prior to taking command of 11 Squadron. He
was awarded the OBE on 12th June 1976. His final tour was with Air Plans at MOD from July
1976 before retiring from the RAF two years later and entering the world of civil aviation.
A memorial service was held at St Clement Dane in London on May 30 th where Air Vice Marshal
Graham Williams and John Portch gave eulogies, extracts from which are presented below.
Graham Willams said: ‘Ted was one of my oldest and best friends – he was a chivalrous and
considerate man, one of nature’s gentlemen, but also a pretty tough old bird – in the nicest
possible way. We first met on January 5th 1955 as we gathered together as new cadets at the
RAF College Cranwell for a 3 year sentence. Ted left St Paul’s School at the end of 1953, did a
temporary job in a hospital before joining the RAF to do National Service and was then selected
to go to Cranwell as a cadet. Al Pollock was an old Pauline of exactly the same vintage and Ted
always said that if it had not been for Al’s enthusiasm for the RAF and encouragement he would
never have joined the Air Force. Fortunately he did not follow Al all the way and fly a Hunter
through Tower Bridge after which Al was invited to find alternative employment. To say that
we had a wonderful time at Cranwell was an understatement. I don’t think we were meant to
enjoy ourselves quite so much, but we did. In 3 years I don’t think I ever heard a cross word
from Ted – not even when 3 weeks before graduation he received a week’s extra orderly officer,
to be served after graduation, for an illegal trip to London. Amongst his other talents it is
worth mentioning that he was a very good single handicap golfer and this and flying remained two
of his passions throughout his life – the other being his family.
After Cranwell came the Hunter conversion unit at Chivenor. I well remember the March day
when Ted was over the Atlantic accompanied by Jock Heron doing air to air gunnery. Suddenly
his fire warning light came on, so he went through all the correct drills – flaming the engine out
and pressing the fire extinguisher. Unfortunately the light remained on and, although Jock had
assured him that there was no sign of fire, the next correct action was to bail out. But Ted
looked over the side at the whitecaps of the Atlantic and realising that the sea was at its
coldest at that time of year, decided that he preferred the warmth of the cockpit. No doubt
this decision was influenced by the fact that the same thing had happened some months
previously and the pilot had bailed out only never to be seen again. So he restarted the engine
and flew calmly back to base and landed all in one piece. It caused a slight furore amongst the
instructors who felt that he had done the wrong thing. But there, sitting on the dispersal, was
one of the Queen’s jets that would otherwise have been at the bottom of the ocean.
Furthermore it turned out that the FWL had a wiring fault that had also prevented the
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extinguisher from working and the same fault was found on a number of other aircraft.
went from zero to hero in one easy step.

So Ted

After Chivenor, we all went our separate ways and Ted ended up on 74 Squadron at Horsham St
Faith and then Coltishall both close to Norwich, initially flying Hunters: then they were the first
squadron to convert to Lightnings in 1960 and Ted was one of the first to convert to the new
aircraft. Apart from changing aircraft he also took on a new status when he married Miss Jane
Scriven on the 8th October 1960, an event which delighted us all although I have to say that I
missed it as I was away in the Middle East. Ted appeared at the Farnborough Air Show in the
Lightning in 1960, ‘61 and ‘62. In 1961 he did manage to overcook the flypast at Farnborough
and went supersonic at low level over the airfield and broke all the windows in the local pub, the
garage showrooms and the control tower. He said his hand slipped on the throttle – he was not
top of the popularity poll!
From Lightnings to CFS to become an instructor ending up at Barkston Heath (Cranwell) on Jet
Provosts, ending up subsequently on exchange with the USAF at Randolph Air Base flying T-38s.
He returned to the UK in 1967 to do penance as a staff officer at Strike Command in the HQ at
High Wycombe followed by Staff College (where they crammed six months work into a year) in
1969. His reward after Staff College was a much sought after job in Hong Kong which was a
wonderful couple of years marred by the tragic boating accident at the end when his daughter
Katy lost her life and Ted was very badly burnt to the extent that we feared for his life as well.
He was casevaced home and I well remember going to see him in hospital at Uxbridge and he was
still very poorly but beginning to show signs of recovery. And being a tough old bird he
recovered, got his medical category back, went back to flying and took over as CO of 11 Squadron
at Binbrook with Lightnings. This is the peak of a fighter pilot’s ambition, to command his own
squadron and stamp his mark upon it. With his excellent leadership skills and exercising a light
touch, 11 Squadron became one of the best in Fighter Command. It was a highly successful tour
which was recognised with the award of the OBE. And then, finally, to MOD for his last tour
before retiring from the RAF in 1978. This was at a time when bus drivers were paid more than
RAF pilots and morale in the RAF was at a pretty low ebb. Ted, like many others, decided that
there were better ways to earn a living and retired to Jersey to become Secretary of La Moye
Golf Club – not that it lasted long before his love of flying returned .
It is difficult if not impossible to succeed in the RAF without the 100% support of one’s family,
especially one’s wife, and that is what Ted had in spades. His daughters were extremely proud of
and grateful to their father who was ever a rock in a storm, provider of sage advice and common
sense and a compassionate man par excellence.
If Ted was standing here today, his warm smile would be evident and he would want to reassure
us that the world will go on as usual, that this memorial service is nothing out of the ordinary and
that, in fact, all is well.’
John Portch, Line Training Captain with Flybe, spoke of Ted’s time in civil aviation : ‘not content
with having led such a distinguished career in the Royal Air Force, Ted soon set about doing
exactly the same in the airline world. Having moved over to Jersey after leaving the RAF he
took up a career in airline flying and in April 1980 he joined Guernsey Airlines. At first he was
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based in Guernsey as the company had no routes out of Jersey at the time, and spent much of his
time flying between Guernsey and Gatwick or Manchester, and was also involved in oil support
work, flying out of Aberdeen or Sumburgh. Like everybody starting at an airline Ted had to start
at the bottom and his first position with the company was as a First Officer on the Viscount, a
huge change from his role as a Wing Commander in the RAF but one that Ted took completely in
his stride. A year later he moved onto the Shorts 360 and was very quickly promoted to Captain.
Very soon after this Ted became a Training Captain, a role that he would go on to fill for the
rest of his career: in fact he held the rank of either Senior Training Captain, Fleet Manager or
Chief Pilot for every airline he was involved with until his retirement.

The 1961 Lightning Display Team. Left to right Maurice Williams, Tim Nelson, Ted Nance,
John Howe, Martin Bee, Jerry Cohu, George Black, Alan Wright and Mike Dodd.

In April of 1984, Guernsey Airlines was taken over by British Air Ferries. This was a particularly
difficult time for Ted as holding the additional role of base manager he had to contend with
strained employee relations which are inevitable with any such take over. Ted acted as a buffer
between his pilots and the airline management and managed what must be regarded as the
virtually impossible feat of maintaining morale and discipline whilst at the same time being
scrupulously honest and straightforward with both employer and employee.
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One of his most memorable trips with British Air Ferries was a ferry flight of a Shorts 360
from Arkansas to Prestwick. Ted was accompanied on this trip by Captain Andy Blake and two
other pilots. The plan was to fly the aircraft back to the UK through North America, Canada ,
Greenland and Iceland . Unfortunately when they arrived the aircraft wasn't ready. In fact it
would be some three weeks before it was and here the fun began! Arkansas is a dry state:
however it didn't take long for our intrepid aviators to discover that the Golf Club was one of
the few places you could get a drink. Both being keen golfers you can imagine where they headed
for. The golf club was also the venue for the local Line Dancing Club meetings and Ted was
obviously fascinated by this, but the truth as to whether he ever participated or not, will any of
us ever know ? In characteristic style however and never being able to sit still for long, he
discovered that the agent who was handling the aircraft deal was married to a chicken farmer –
and Ted spent the remainder of his time chicken farming whilst waiting for the aircraft to be
readied for delivery.
In early 1988 the airline was taken over by Aurigny. A quiet period then followed until a takeover
by Air Europe Express in mid 1989. Again a quiet spell in Ted's career although he continued as a
training captain until Air Europe unexpectedly went bankrupt in March 1991. With the demise of
Air Europe the routes from both Jersey and Guernsey to London Gatwick became available and
Jersey European Airways stepped in to fill the breach, a route they are still operating today, 21
years later, and this is in no small way due to the efforts of Ted. He moved across to Jersey
European, as did a lot of the Air Europe Express pilots based in the islands and initially flew the
Fokker F27 and Shorts 360. This was the beginning of a period of large expansion for the airline
which subsequently became British European Airways and finally Flybe.
Ted was without question one of the single greatest influences in the expansion of the airline. As
others provided the ideas and finance for expansion Ted provided the sheer determination and
drive to see all of the projects through. One of his greatest achievements was to almost single
handedly bring the company’s first jet, the British Aerospace 146, into service in 1993. The
initial fleet of 3 aircraft was expanded to 7 by 1995 and even further to a total of 12 by 1998.
Throughout this period Ted worked tirelessly as a Captain, Training Captain, Chief Training
Captain and at times Chief Pilot, and the huge success that the British Aerospace 146 proved to
be must be regarded as one of his greatest achievements with the airline. If that wasn't enough
he also managed to oversee the introduction of the Bombardier CRJ into service and did much
work behind the scenes with organisations such as the European Regional Airlines Association.
Ted finally retired on 28th March 2001.
As a training captain Ted had the unique ability to not only teach but to be able to understand
the difficulties experienced by those he was teaching and to successfully help them overcome
those difficulties and succeed in their chosen career. It is a great tribute to him that virtually
every British airline, and for that matter airlines around the world, have benefited from and still
benefit today from pilots that were trained by Ted. Despite all the various pressures Ted may
have been under whilst undertaking his various roles within the airline he always had time for
those he worked with, not only the flight crews, engineers and ground crew, but also those
involved in the day to day administration and running of the company. Hence he was always
affectionately referred to as Uncle Ted .
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Andy Blake, whose career through the airlines ran side by side with Ted’s, says of him: ‘my most
abiding memory is of an absolute professional, a totally reliable friend and confidante and a man
who was held in the very deepest of respect and affection by all who knew him. His influence will
be felt in the industry for many years to come.’
*
We sometimes get to hear of the passing of
Tigers long after it happens. Jim Twitty is a case
in point. He died in May 2008. Jim was one of the
many Tiger ground crew captured on the island of
Cos in August 1943 and he spent the remainder of
the war in prison camps. There is no caption to
this photograph recently received from the
collection of the late Ted Newson, but Jim may
well be amongst them. It shows some of the
ground crew shortly after arriving in the Middle
East in 1942 and they are pictured at Geneifa in
Egypt. 17 ground crew in total from Cos spent the war as POWs.
*
I recently received a letter from Joyce Brickley who had been reading the eulogy for Vaughan
Radford on the website. She writes: ‘my husband, Alfred ‘Fred’ Brickley was in charge of the
maintenance of the Lightning simulator at Coltishall at the same time as Vaughan Radford was in
charge. Fred would have been very proud to have read of Vaughan’s achievements but sadly he
died in 2010. He had great respect for him always. He had invited my husband to go to Saudi
Arabia when he went but Fred chose not to go.’
Some of you Coltishall Tigers no doubt remember Fred. If you wanted to get in touch with Joyce
I can let you have her address.

Phantom Pair

*

A fine study by Ian Black of a pair
of F-4Js prior to the black tail era.
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Bruntingthorpe

One June 16th the Lightning Preservation Group at Bruntingthorpe
organised a 74 Squadron Reunion for those who served on that
aircraft and whilst the weather was atrocious and spoiled the
Lightning Thunder Run in the afternoon, the evening event was very
successful. Above from left to right John Yeo, Ray Jones, Bill
Maish, George Black, Roy Phillips (ex- 75 Squadron RAAF who often
exercised with 74 at Tengah), Ed Durham, Ian McBride (behind Ed),
Bob Lightfoot, not known (if you know please let me know), Henry
Lether, Ken Goodwin (pictured on the left as well), Norman Want
and John Crow. Below are Debbie Parker, John Yeo, John Crow, Dave
Ketcher and Ray Jones.
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Group Captain Vaughan Corbett.
One of our Associate Canadian members, Colin Musson, writes: ’every year around November 11th
I visit the grave of Group Captain Vaughan Corbett RCAF to place a wreath. He was killed in 1945
having served with No.1 (RCAF) Squadron during the Battle of Britain. He is buried in Toronto
and I have always thought he had no living relatives. Recently I received a note from Group
Captain Patrick Tootal enclosing some pages printed off the web indicating someone named
Patrick Corbett was his nephew. I am trying to track that person down but I am also looking for a
photograph of Vaughan as none exist in the places where you would expect to find one.
As a very long shot in the dark I am wondering whether any of our members may have known him
during the war and maybe have a photo – or know of him and have a photo.’
If you do can you contact Colin please at 28 Queen Street, Cookstown, Ontario, Canada, LOL 1LO.
Thank you.

*
The Takoradi Route
‘I found 'The Takoradi Route' in Tiger News 57 interesting,’ writes Geoff Steggall, ‘ as I did an
instructional tour at Takoradi with the Ghana Air Force from 1968 to 1970. My tour was not as
gruelling as that of the ferry pilots but flying the Chipmunk over the jungle meant that
emergency landing grounds were nonexistent. In retrospect, the most interesting trip that I
flew was a navigation test on a young Cadet Pilot Jerry Rawlings!**
I was a witness when a Ghana Airways DC-3 tried to overshoot the runway on only one engine. He
was too low and too slow for the manoeuvre to be successful and he crashed just out of sight. I
waited for the black smoke to rise but there was none. He had run out of fuel! I was the only
expert witness but I was never called to the inquiry. The rest of the two years were
comparatively calm except for occasional encounters with snakes and scorpions.’

**Jerry Rawlings enlisted as a Flight Cadet in the Ghana Air Force in August 1967 and was
subsequently selected for officer cadet training. In March 1968 he was posted to Takoradi to
continue his course, passing out in January 1969 as a commissioned Pilot Officer and as the best
cadet in flying and airmanship. He earned the rank of Flight Lieutenant in April 1978. During his
service with the Ghana Air Force he witnessed the deterioration of discipline and morale, reflecting
the corruption of the regime of the Supreme Military Council (SMC) at that time. As promotion
brought him into contact with the privileged classes and their social values his awareness of the
injustices in society was sharpened. In 1979 Rawlings, together with six others, appeared before a
General Court Martial in Accra charged with leading a mutiny of junior officers and men of the Ghana
Armed Forces. There was strong public reaction, especially after his statement had been read in
court, explaining the social injustices that had prompted him to act. The ranks of the Armed Forces in
particular expressed deep sympathy with his stated aims. He was scheduled for another court
appearance but he escaped from custody and with the support of both military and civilians he led a
revolt which decisively ousted the Supreme Military Council from office and brought the Armed
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Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) into being. He later went on to lead the Provisional National
Defence Council as Chairman and then formed the National Democratic Congress which contested
and won the 1992 Presidential and Parliamentary elections. He and the party again won the 1996
elections. After two terms in office he was barred by the constitution from standing again.
*

Group Captain Hugh Wilson (on the right) was a Tiger in 1941 who, later in his career on
November 7th 1945, established a world speed record with a Gloster Meteor by flying at a
top speed of 606.26 mph at Herne Bay in Kent, the first official air speed record set by a
jet aircraft.

*

Bill Armstrong
There has been a lot of interest in the Bill Armstrong feature in Tiger News 57,
particularly after a documentary was made about the excavation of his Spitfire in which
he was shot down – did anybody see it on TV in May? At the end of Craig Brandon’s
article in the last Tiger News he told us that Bill didn’t survive the war and is buried
near Algiers. This is what happened before that sad day came to pass.
Bill flew several cross-Channel sweeps with 74 before being posted in the early summer of 1941
to 57 OTU at Hawarden on 18th August. After eight months at the Training Unit he was posted
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back to the front line – to No. 43 Squadron, The Fighting Cocks, at RAF Acklington. 43 was
commanded by the Belgian Sqn Ldr Daniel Albert Raymond Georges Le Roy du Vivier DFC at the
time and their aircraft were Hurricanes carrying the squadron code FT. Bill arrived on May 22 nd
1942 and the next day the squadron moved RAF Ford in West Sussex where it spent a week
working at Army Co-operation before flying back to Acklington where their main roles were
training new pilots joining the squadron and North Sea patrols.
On 18th June 43 Squadron returned south, this time to their new base at RAF Tangmere. By now
they were flying the four-cannoned Hurricane IIc, an aircraft with terrific fire power suitable
for attacking ground targets and their role consequently changed to one of a ground attack
squadron. They were first called upon in this new role on 28 th June when they were scrambled
before dawn, taking off at 0445. Bill was flying HL562, probably leading Blue Section. Enemy
shipping had been reported ten miles west of Le Havre, six miles out from the French coast. The
squadron crossed the English coast at about 300 feet over Bognor and headed out over the
Channel, and found the enemy ships, thought to be destroyers. But they were putting up such a
heavy, concentrated barrage that du Vivier decided that an attack was not advisable and ordered
his men to return home.
For some time the Allies had been planning a major raid on the enemy coast to seize a port and
test and eliminate German defences. Operation Jubilee involved a ground force of 6,000 men,
mainly Canadians, who were to be put ashore before dawn on 19 th August, but unfortunately the
element of surprise was lost and some 4,000 were killed, wounded or taken prisoner. The RAF
were to provide massive air cover and south coast airfields were packed with aircraft. Tangmere
hosted five Spitfire squadrons (501, 41,66, 118 and 417) and two Hurricane (43 an 87). 43 were
to lead the fighter attack on targets in the Dieppe area at first light. This was a very dangerous
role comprising the destruction of enemy gun emplacements, troops and other allocated targets.
Attacks would continue for most of the day and 43 flew four missions (48 sorties), more than
any other squadron in the Tangmere sector.
For the first mission the squadron pilots were up and about by 0300 but groundcrew had already
been out to uncover and fuel the aircraft. By 0415 du Vivier was leading his twelve aircraft,
including that flown by Bill Armstrong who again led Blue Section, towards RAF Shoreham where
they rendezvoused with Nos 3 and 245 Squadrons, then setting course for France. Their task
was to destroy the machine gun and heavy and light flak defended main landing beaches to the
west of the port. 43 crossed the coast at first light and were met by a tremendous barrage of
anti-aircraft fire. Flt Sgt Hank Wik was shot down: and when the remaining 11 aircraft returned
to Tangmere only 5 had escaped serious damage. But 90 minutes later they were able to put 12
Hurricanes and pilots into the air for the second mission when they were scrambled at 0750, a
force of German E-boats having been reported in the Channel making for shipping around Dieppe.
They rendezvous with No 3 Squadron and the Czech Nos 310 and 312 Squadrons. No E-boats
were found and the aircraft returned to base. Bill did not participate in the third mission at 1115.
By this time the decision had been made to abandon the attack on Dieppe and evacuate the
troops with all the equipment being abandoned. 43’s orders were to attack gun positions on the
eastern headland. They again met flak and some Hurricanes were damaged but all home returned
safely.
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By midday the evacuation was drawing to a close but the RAF was called in again to harass the
German defences as they tried to destroy the retreating Allied ships. These defences now
included Luftwaffe FW190s. Only one of 43 Squadron’s aircraft was damaged and all landed
safely after a very hectic day.
On 21st October Bill Armstrong was posted to RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey in preparation for posting to
North Africa. We’ll tell the final part of his story in the next Tiger News.

2nd Lt Rea Isaiah Hagenbuch
Our website is frequently
used by people who approach
us for information about
relatives who served on the
squadron. It is also a means
by which people can feed
information to us and this is
a classic case in point. An email arrived from the USA
which
simply
said
‘my
Grandfather was Rea Isaiah
Hagenbuch. I have attached
a document that I found
which details his capture.
The stash of stuff I found
recently was in a trunk in my
mom's garage at the bottom
of a bag of my grandparent's
bank statements. Nobody
knew they were there and my
mom had never seen them.’
And this is the document
which is fascinating.
We know virtually nothing Of
Rea Hagenbuch. He doesn’t
appear in Ira Jones’ book
which covers the squadron in
the First World War in great
detail.
So
this
letter
together with the comments
of
Ted
Harwood,
my
correspondent, is all that we
have.
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‘My grandfather was an American who flew with 74 Squadron during the first war,’ he told me. ’I
recently found his letters to my grandmother and all his paperwork from the war including his
capture by the Germans. After the war Rea returned to the USA but then he returned to the UK
to marry my grandmother and bring her back. My mom said that the Americans in 74 Squadron
were in the US Army and wore American uniforms. According to her there were not enough
British pilots so the US Army sent the Americans to fill the ranks.’

Recommended Books
Two new books which you may be interested in.

[1] Peter Brown’s ‘RAF Southend’ (published by the History Press) tells the wartime story of
that airfield, known during the war as Rochford (and which is now Southend Airport). As
described in the book, the Tigers flew from Rochford between October 1939 and August 1940.
[2] Martin Bowman lives in Norwich and has written many aviation books. ‘Norwich Blitz’
(published by Pen & Sword) is a collection of photographs of wartime Norwich which will be of
interest to anyone who knows the city. 74 flew from nearby Coltishall in September and October
1940 and again from 1959 to 1964 as well as being based on the outskirts of Norwich at
Horsham St Faith from 1946 to 1959.
Both titles are available from the publishers’ websites or from Amazon.
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Wattisham
On a lovely day in May, Dick and Carolyn Northcote, Graham and June Clarke, Rhod Smart and
myself and Angie went to Wattisham (which is now an Army airfield) to see XT914 back in a 74
Squadron HAS. For Dick, Graham and Rhod it was a great chance to remember not only 74’s old
home which is still reasonably intact, even allowing for the fact that there have inevitably been
some changes in building use – for example the operations block is now home to Wattisham
Gliding Club and part of the site has been placed under high security for who knows what reason.
But all the HASs are extant, the taxiways are still there and even allocated car parking can still
be made from 74’s days. But it was the Phantom itself which was the centre of attention and as
the photos below show, time was spent checking her over! We were the guests of Maggie and
Will Aggiss. Maggie is the energetic Chairman of Wattisham Station Heritage (formerly
Wattisham Airfield Museum) and apart from obtaining the return of XT914 she and her team of
enthusiastic volunteers are also restoring Hawker Hunter XG194. This very significant aircraft
was flown by Roger Topp, CO of 111 Squadron and was the lead aircraft when The Black Arrows
performed their famous 22 aircraft loop at Farnborough in 1958.

On the other side of the airfield is the museum itself,
housed in the original station chapel built by the USAAF
in
1943,
where
an
extensive
photographic
record, artifacts, uniforms, equipment and memorabilia
are displayed. It’s a fascinating collection and is very
well presented.
Another reason for our visit was as a result of the AGM
in March in which members mandated the Committee to
explore the possibility of displaying some of our own
memorabilia at Wattisham. The short answer to that is
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yes - it would be a very appropriate place to do so and it will certainly be in the safe hands of all
the enthusiastic members of Wattisham Station Heritage – and they are in return extremely
keen to forge a close working relationship with the Association so that the squadron story in the
Phantom era can be told. Further developments will be reported as they happen.

Some of
XT914’s
stablemates
Photo by Ian
Black

Maurice Williams
Associate member Carol Wood writes: “Many thanks for the latest Tiger News - it is always a
good read - especially the article about the London to Paris Air race. I have many newspaper
cuttings and the medal that my late dad Maurice Williams had for his participation in it. I am in
the process of sorting through his things and would like to fill in some of the gaps for his
grandchildren. I wonder if any of your members have anything they would like to share about
him? Any information, images, stories (even if they need to be edited!) would be gratefully
received. “ Maurice was a Lightning pilot at Coltishall (see the photo on page 4 of this issue) and
will be known by many of you. Carol would very much like to hear from you. E Mail
secretary@74squadron.org.uk and you will be given her contact details.

Sailor Malan Memorial Weekend September 2013
The MOTH (Memorable Order of Tin Hats) in Kimberley, South Africa, are arranging a Sailor
Malan Memorial weekend in September 2013, the 50th Anniversary of his death. Planning is in its
infancy at this stage but a tentative programme has already been put together. I know some of
you like to migrate to South Africa at certain times of the year so this might be of interest. As
an Association we will keep in touch with the organisers and support the event from a distance.
You will of course be kept advised of progress and the final programme for the weekend will be
published when completed
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Tony Mould
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Tony Mould joined the Tigers on 1st July 1939 and flew with them in the battles over France,
many times as Malan’s wingman. On 8th July 1940 he made history by damaging a Bf 109 of JG
51 which he intercepted near Dover and chased inland at tree top height. The German pilot
finally made a forced landing in a field on Bladbean Hill, Elham, Kent, the first German fighter
to be shot down over Great Britain in the war. During the Battle of Britain he was shot down
himself but managed to bail out wounded from his blazing aircraft. Later, and still with 74
Squadron, he damaged a 109 while escorting Blenheims to the west of Calais. Tony Mould was
commissioned to the rank of Pilot Officer in May 1941 and left 74 but did not survive the war.
He was killed while flying a de Havilland Mosquito with 85 Squadron escorting a raid over
Europe on 20th January 1943. He was then aged 26.The letter above was obviously written in
the wake of this. We don’t know who the writers are but it was recently sent to me with a
request for advice on what to do with it as it was felt, as the correspondent said, that ‘this
belongs with the family or living relatives and I would be grateful if you would let me know
where to forward this where it may be appreciated.’ Unfortunately we have no details of the
Tony Mould’s family so we will hold the letter in our own archive pending the chance that
perhaps, some day, his family might be traced.
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What If?
“My name SSG Matthew McReynolds and I am an American Soldier serving in South Korea. I
have had a huge fondness for 74 Squadron for as long as I could remember. My first bit of
knowledge of the 74th were pictures of the F-4J(UK)s that the squadron used to fly. One
picture in particular showed the iridescence of the duck egg blue paint job that had been
inadvertently applied, making the aircraft change color from a bluish to a purplish and then to a
greenish hue depending on how the sunlight was hitting it. That picture has been forever etched
into my memory. The fact that the 74th flew the F-4J(UK)s and the F-4Ms (Phantom FGR.2s)
added to my fondness, since the Phantom has been my most favorite plane from when I was a
child. The EE/BAC Lightning that the Squadron flew has also one of my other favorite aircraft.
Recently a friend of mine on FaceBook started doing ‘what-ifs’ for a series in a modelers forum
called ‘The Empire's Twilight’. It is an alternative history of the world with a point of departure
during the Second World War. Singapore does not fall as it did in our world, instead it holds out
for a prolonged siege with major Royal Navy losses whilst resupplying the city. A result of this is
that the Commonwealth is a much stronger institution and in the months upcoming to the Suez
crisis in 1956 Britain is able to persuade its Commonwealth partners to join it in the assault upon
Egypt, leading to a much more successful outcome to the operation and the fall of Nasser. One
of the major outcomes of this change is Britain pulling out of NATO and the forming of the New
Commonwealth military alliance with Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa and a new
Special Relationship with the French Republic. The history of this world is portrayed through
snippets of information that come with the models and also includes world maps and small stories.
I asked my friend, whose name is Tony Wilkins, if he could do a ‘what-if’ for me viv-a-vis 74
Squadron since he was doing several different models of the F-4 Phantom in various RAF and RN
colors.
This is what he did for me. It is an F-4E(UK) and a true ‘what-if’ that I would have loved to have
seen. I really wanted to share this with the 74th and I hope that you will all enjoy the picture.”
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Trevor Bates DFC.
Trevor Bates was a Tiger from May 1943 to December 1944, serving with the squadron in the
Middle East, North Africa and in Europe after D Day. Greg Muddell has sent some photographs
of Trevor and of his medals too.

Trevor Bates
as a student
(left) and at
the Spitfire
OTU – top
row
immediately
to the right
of the
aircraft’s
prop.

Trevor was one of the Tigers who was caught on
the island of Cos in the Mediterranean when the
Germans arrived. One of his colleagues, Guy de Pass
recalled what happened. “I didn’t take much notice
as the Germans were often sending Ju88s over.
The aircraft continued to fly around and I heard in the distance the sound of a motor launch. By
this time I was becoming apprehensive. Shots were coming from the direction of the landing
strip. We rushed out of the tents and saw Germans coming up the beaches three or four hundred
yards away and David Maxwell, Titch Harris and I ran off in the general direction of the road.
The Germans were spraying the area with tommy gun fire and were using a lot of tracers. There
was little we could do except run and I don’t think we have ever moved so fast in our lives. We
grabbed our few belongings and made for a jeep They managed to get in one burst at us and we
shed our bundles as we ran. I dumped some clothing near a farmhouse and lost a tin of fifty
precious cigarettes but we did all manage to hang on to our log books. The firing became more
persistent, flares were being fired and mortar fire could be heard. It was still fairly dark with
plenty of cloud. We saw Trevor Bates and Norman, joined up with them and headed straight for
Cos town. There was little that could have been achieved in staying – the landing ground was out
of action and we were of insufficient numbers to stand and defend our positions. In the event we
reckoned the best policy was to try and join up with other British troops.”
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Tigers at Fairford
The Royal International Air Tattoo this year was not designated as a Tiger Meet but there
seemed to be more tiger-schemed aircraft in the static display than last year, which was a Tiger
Meet! This was down to operational reasons - last year the Libyan War was in full swing and
there were technical issues too with some aircraft which restricted the numbers attending. This
year the Arctic Tiger Meet was held at Orland in Norway in late May/early June and aircraft
that were painted up for that came to Fairford. (One thing that wasn’t different from last year
was the weather – it rained again!) Here is a selection of the aircraft that could be seen.

Slovakian MiG-29 (above and right) with a USAF KC-10 beyond.

Belgian Air Force F-16. The Belgians won the Silver Tiger Trophy at the Tiger Meet this year.

A German Air Force Tornado reflecting
the snowy conditions that can occur at
Orland. At the top of the fin is the
legend Arctic Tiger. There were snow
showers during the course of the Meet.
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The Norwegian Air Force, hosts of The
Arctic Tiger Meet 2012, brought two F16s, a single seater and two seater, to
RIAT.
Tiger Squadrons apart, it was a vintage
year for the Tattoo with several first
time attendees such as the Colombian
Air Force (below right ) with a C-130
Hercules with striking livery: and the
Japanese (below left) with a KC-767
tanker.
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